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US TECHNOLOGY PAPER ON 2nd APRIL AT SASTRA UNIVERSITY 

A big hello to all UST aspirants!!!! 
UST visited our campus(SASTRA UNIVERSITY , TANJORE) on 2 april 2007.. n i  am 
glad to mention that i got placed in US TECHNOLOGY one of India's best IT companies 
with a thundering (80%) growth rate..n one of few companies which beleives 
in "EMOTIONAL BOND" between an employee and the company... with just 10% 
attrition rate even without BONDS.. This is a company which  respects ethical values 
like"HUMILITY,HUMANITY,INTEGRITY ". This is one of few companies 
which practises "Flat Hierarchy".. n provides an ambient environment for both Personal 
and career growth..!!! check out more abt this awesome company in company's 
preplacement talk... i  bet this would be the best presentation u hve ever heard...  !! 

we had   altogether 3 rounds 
around 700 people appeared fr the test  

1> WRITTEN TEST 
Aptitude ( 19 Q) -- There were Prob. on Train, Time & Work and other simple 
problems.( Follow R.S.Aggarwal - Quantitative ) 
English (30 Q) -- Five paragraphs ... three of them are very long ... simple but very time 
consuming. 
Reasoning (41 Q) -- There ware Qs from Data Suffiency, Blood Relations, Puzzles, 
Binary Series .. Coding Decoding .. etc.( Follow R.S.Aggarwal - Verbal-Nonverbal )  

Time-90 mins  

There will be sectional cut off .. so concentrate on all sections...in verbal section dont 
spend too much time on first two passages.. better move frm last...  

2> GROUP DISCUSSION 
This is the main elimination round...1 or 2 out  of 10( group) cleared this...just follow 
the general GD rules and tricks to clear this round   

some of the topics wre 
"IS INDIA FACING REVERSE BRAIN DRAIN??" 
"BRAIN DRAIN" 
 CRICKET WORLD CUP 2007" 
*Dont panic much abt the topics given.. just stay cool.. n speak boldly what u knw... 
*Candidate who initiates and conludes the discussion will enjoy bonus points... so work 
out on this... 
*Involve urself in discussion with group members rather than speaking  to HR...  

3> Technical & HR interview.. 
The best part of UST is u will be given full opportunity to explain abt urself.. 
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* Int usually starts with the question TELL ME ABT URSELF!! 
* If ur a non IT guy.. then make the best use of this question ... explain  ur strengths and 
acheivements.... 
*For a non IT person there will be few basic questions on C programming... sometimes 
few simple apti n puzlle questions (General one. not frm any book!) 
*Technical questions will be asked on Area of Interest u mention... so prepare well for ur 
fav subject...n few questions on ur projects...  

for me int  lasted  fr abt 50 mins....  

HR personnel were very friendly.... that was the best part abt it!!! so stay cool and try to 
give ur best!! 28 members were selected out of 700 odd people who  appeared!!  

 

US TECHNOLOGY PAPER ON 19th MARCH AT KOLKATA  

Hello friends! I am a student of 2nd year, MCA at Techno India - Hooghly, West 
Bengal.  
Well on 19 march, 2007 ... I had a pool campus in BIT, Kolkata for US Technology. 

The written exam was not so easy. there was 90 questions in 90 mins. 
Aptitude ( 19 Q) -- There were Prob. on Train, Time & Work and other simple 
problems.( Follow R.S.Aggarwal - Quantitative )  
English (30 Q) -- Five paragraphs ... three of them are very long ... simple but very time 
consuming. 
Reasoning (41 Q) -- There ware Qs from Data Suffiency, Blood Relations, Puzzles, 
Binary Series .. Coding Decoding .. etc.( Follow R.S.Aggarwal - Verbal-Nonverbal )  

There was NO Negative marking ... I did it quite well. Probably the Cut off was not very 
high ... But there were individual cut off in every section. 
Out of around 1000 students 375 were cleared the Aptitude round.  

GD was made by making groups of 10 and a total of 38 groups were declared. 
Some of the GD topics are: 
* Use of Mobile phones in college campus 
* Shahrukh Khan 
* Private life vs Professional life 
* Selection process for freshers in IT 
* Blood donation is necessary 
* Chocolate 
* Should Sourav Gangully be the captain of India after W Cup ? 
* Laptop or Desktop ?..etc  
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They some time gave few groups the freedom to suggest there GD topics too ... ! After 
the GD round 127 students was short-listed & asked to come next morning for 
Technical+HR.  

In the Interview I faced the following questions -- 
* Tell me something about yourself ? 
* Tell me something about your family back-ground ? 
* Which subjects do you studied in graduation ? ( As I am a MCA student ) 
* Why Comp. Sc / MCA ? 
* What is ur fav. sub. in MCA ? ( I answered: C ) 
* Why C ? ( I explained from my point of view ) 
* Write program in C to count the No. of words in a sentence ? ( I had written the 
program in-front-of him ) 
* What are ur future goals ? ( I explained my short term & long term goals ) 
* Do u have any Q ? ( I asked about the training procedures in US Tech )   

At the end .. out of 127 students 58 were selected ... and I was one of them.  

It was made clear by them at the time result declaration that, 80% of their selection is 
made by looking at the Aptitude paper and then the GD performance. And the remaining 
process is a chance for the remaining 20% candidates to prove themselves.  

 
 

US TECHNOLOGY PAPER ON 14th MARCH 

hi frds, i hav got placed in US technology via TPC of our college.. 
placement procedure: 
 
TEST: 
very easy 1,jus do it with presence of  mind,tats al,u shal get thr.. 
35/79 was shortlisted 

GD: 
its was also a vry comfortable GD,where they check ur confidance,zest, n ur 
communication skil,if u open the discussion they wont eliminate u i gues,so better try 2 
start the discussion 

22/35 again shortlisted frm this round  

INTERVIEW: 
its ws a HR + a bit of tech,but vry comfortable 1,i thk what tis comapny looks for is 
energy,confidance,passion 
if u cn show tis u r in,tats al 
BE cool and confidant   
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11/22 were finally selected frm our college.  

 
 

US TECHNOLOGY PAPER ON 19th FEBRUARY AT KERALA  

Hello!!!! 

I am in my sixth semester doing comp. science and engg. I attended the campus interview 
conducted in my coll. for US Tech. In the morining they came by about 9 45. One HR 
gave the ppt and our test began by 11 00. This time they had changed the pattern of 
questioning. Usually there are 32 ques in the first part but this time there were only 18......  

An overall view is that the first section conatined 18 ques based on u r analytical 
reasoning. Then the next section 19-57 was the  comprehension passage and some verbal 
reasoning. There were 5 passages ..big ones too...time comsuming...  

The last section consisted of logical reasoing(58-90).   the tst was for 90 min.  

The results for aptitude were given by 1 30. there were 17 groups selected for gd. .....the 
gd was ok....they looked if u wre confident in the points u were bringing in...,make sure 
an argument does not break...cuz those people r not selected......then they give time for a 
few people to conclude.....it will be good if u conclude.....be an active meber in the 
gd.....don't just  start it and sit quiet.....if people r not givin u a chance then make a 
chance....don't be agressive........  

some of the gd topics  

1.balck or white 
2.bollywood or mollywood 
3.should Abdul Kalam continue as president 
4.should the captial be shifted from tvm to cochin 
5.dress code 
6.ragging 
7.should trade unions b there in it copmanies 
8.use of mobile phones  

form a group of 8 they selected min of 4 and a max of 6. gd was over by 4 30pm.  then i 
had to wait a long time for my interview.....cuz they had shortlisted 78 from gd....my 
interview was around 8 00pm.  there r different types of interviews...i mean 3 were taken 
in simultaneoulsy and three diff people interviewed. Some had just  HR...and some had 
deep tech ques. i had tech ques and HR....but the atmsphrer was cool....and tension 
free....technical wll be asked if u r comp scienc....then know u r c and c++ very 
wel.......also asked bout therads and all..........  
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the result was announced by 10 30.pm.. 40 of us frm campus were selected.  

 
 

US TECHNOLOGY PAPER ON 08th FEBRUARY AT NOIDA  

Hi US TECH came to JIIT noida on 8th feb 07 
 
The critera was 63% and no 10th and 12th there will be a apti paper of duration 1hr.. and 
will comprise of 3 section 
 
Section 1: Ques on data sufficiency 
Ques on time and work,  boat and stream, profit and loss(succsesive discount were given 
have to calculate the overall discount 
           
Section 2: English long passages.... 
total 4 passages were dere.. out of dem 2 were very short and two were long passages of 
about 1 and 1/2 pages. try attemptin 1 big passage and 1 small first and if time go for the 
others 
 
Section 3: Ques frm puzzle test (r.s aggarwal non verbal) 
go thru the logic chapter of r.s aggarwal non verbal its imp was asked in infy also. ques 
frm codin decodin 
2 ques on series were given that 2 binary.....like(1,100,110,1000,1001,1010..) 
Ques of rank type like (ramesh rank 5th in class frm top and 23rd from bottom so how 
many students) 
 
There was individual cut for every section so try attemptin all d section.. 
After test 158 were shortlisted for GD Mind it GD round was (main)eliminating round 
topics were easy... 
like reservation,beauty vs brain, internet...and all moreover dey allowed us to select the 
topic also 
 
Out of 158 jus 47 were selected for interview. 
interview was tech cum hr 
dey asked about ur key skills and will ask from that only interview was easy....but be 
confident and prepare technical for cse ppl. even ece ppl should know bout dere subjects 
 
finally 36 got selected. 
and remember ur marks are carry fwd i.e everythin matters at the end ur written 
score+gd+interview.. 
 
best of luck 

Siddharth Dwivedi   
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US TECHNOLOGY PAPER ON 6th FEBRUARY 

hi, I m shivani from SCRIET, meerut (CS branch).. I hd given my off campus interview 
for US tech on 6th feb,07.. 

The whole test consisted of three rounds 
1. Apptitude 
2.GD and lastly 
3.interview  

Apptitude basically consisted of 90 questions.. 10 of maths.. tough for me, 30 on 
comprehension (was quite lengthy) & 50 on logical reasoning(like series,relations,age 
etc.) although people advise for RS Aggarwal but frankly speaking i didnt refer any book 
for this appti.. i got selected for the next round luckily  

for gd, very general topics are asked.. actuallly we had ppt firstly i.e a representative of 
that company who wud b briefing us bout his company.. there he had asked ques from us 
tht "How do you differentiate b/n a JOB n CAREER"? and tht was our GD topic.. it was 
for 10 mins with 10 people.. as our discussion was not healthy in this topic  

 so we were given another topic in the midst, "IS MBA REQUIRED OR NOT"... always 
remember to speak valid points rather than shouting n suprresing sombody's voice.. but 
remeber to speak it confidently bcoz even if u say sumthng wrong nobody is gonna kick u 
out    

again God was kind enough.. got cleared wth this round as well. Lastly was interview.. 
more of HR & the simplest out of all rounds Initaly he made me comfortable talking to 
him.. as his ascent was kerala types.. then he started asking me bout which subject i m 
comfortable with.. from B.tech and which language  

i mentioned tht i m comfortable with C/C++.. 
then he started asking very simple questions like various data strucures used? 
wht's d  difference b/n linked list n stack? 
wht is multiple inheritance? 
wht r d features of OOPs?etc..  

lastly he asked me a logical ques which was.. if 3-4 frnds of urs including u r sitting in a 
boat n u all r in a very small pool.. n suddenly we encounter tht we r getting drowned.. n 
after sumtime we r completely drowned... wht will be rise of water level.. wil it increase, 
decrease or remain same  

i replied tht acc 2 me it wud remain same applying Archimedes principle.. 
i think my answer was wrong bcoz he said think over it it's ur homework.. 
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thn he asked me if suppose i m gud at sum langauge say Java n 2morrow sumbody comes 
to me n says he has to make his project in cobol.. wht wud i do..  

aftre taking few mins for thinking, i replied Sir i wud like to convince tht person tht i wud 
make tht project in Java with all his spedifications n even if he doesnt get convinced by 
tht thn obivously i wud go for this language as there lies no probs in learning new 
language as job is a job..  

thn he asked me if i send u Trivandrum, wud u b able 2 adjust there(i got a hint tht i m 
99% selected)... and i finally cleared my interview either.. it lasted for(15-20 mins)..  

so in short i can say it was simple one.. but wht is more imp is tht confidence works.. n 
the way u interact  

 
 
US. TECHNOLOGY PAPER ON 5th  FEBRUARY AT MEERUT  
   
 HI!! I am GAURAV TYAGI from BHARAT INSTITUTE of  TECHNOLOGY, Meerut.  
U.S.Technologies is one of the most easy company to crack.  
The selection Procedure comprises of PPT, Aptitude, and Group Discussion & Final 
Interview.  
The PPT comprises of company introduction, company policies & companies 
Expectations. Listen to the PPT carefully. The process took around 2 days since the test 
started a bit late b’coz their Flight got Delayed.  
 
The aptitude and G.D. took place on 5 February while the Interview took place on 6 
February. Finally the result was announced and I was the lucky one to get selected in the 
lucky 12 out of 200 students. APTITUDE: It is Really Difficult. It comprises of 90 
Questions. Its IMPOSSIBLE to do all the question since the Time allotted is only 60 
Minutes. Just try to do as much possible in 60 minutes. You can also take guess since 
there is no negative marking. The question comprises of 3 sections. Quant, 
comprehension & logical. BEWARE-There is sectional cutoff. Quantitative comprises of 
various question. Good practice of R.S.Aggarwal is more than enough. Try answering as 
much question as possible. But do divide your Time Proportionally. Comprehension 
comprises of extremely long paragraphs, which are of really high level. BARRONS-GRE 
book is good enough for that. Try to read the Question first and then find the suitable 
answer in paragraph rather reading the whole paragraphs. 
  
Logical question are fewer in number but do require a lot of thinking. I had marked 
around 72 questions out of 90. GROUP DISCUSSION: This round is to check your 
Public Speaking skills. The Topics given are very common and easy. If you are a regular 
newspaper reader or news listeners then you are surely going to have good amount of 
matter to speak. Don’t shout in G.D. Try speak your point fluently. Fluency impresses the 
invigilator. The Topic given to my group was “Reservation in Professional colleges.” I 
gave around 5 points and I was in for interview.  
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FIANL INTERVIEW: Interview is usually taken by H.R.People. H.R.People are really 
cool. They talk very calmly. Just try to compose yourself .Don’t overexcite yourself. 
There are through technical questions for Computer science, I.T. student but for 
MECHANICAL, Electrical, EC the interview is mainly focused on H.R. Questions.  
I am telling mine experience in the interview----- Knock-Knock,  
“Sir, Please may I come in?”  
 H.R.: Ya sure .Please have a seat. (Pause) Well GAURAV, tell me something about 
yourself?  
G.T: Life comprises of challenges, so let’s face some challenges- this is the Motto of my 
life. ( such motto do impress people) My name is GAURAV TYAGI, I am from 
MEERUT. Presently I am doing my Bachelors of Technology from Bharat Institute of 
Technology, Meerut affiliated to UPTU, Lucknow. I have done my schooling from 
St.Mary’s Academy, Meerut affiliated To ICSE & ISCE Boards. My hobbies are Event 
Management and Internet surfing.  
   
H.R: Your hobby is event management. Well state me an incident when you Faced a 
Problem in it and how you faced it?  
G.T: Well sir during my school days, we were giving a farewell to seniors, But the 
D.J.didn ‘t turned up. So we hurriedly went to one of my Friends’ house, borrowed His 
computer. Went to the market hired 4 Speakers of 5000 watts PMPO. Arranged The setup 
and a lot of sound Could me prepare and thus the problem got solved.  
   
H.R: Tell me about the laws of thermodynamics. (Although he never knew About T.D. 
(But he was trying out my confidence level.)  
G.T.: I fluently described the laws of thermodynamics. There word entropy Came  
   
H.R.: What is Entropy?  
G.T :I Described Entropy.  
   
H.R: What’s Specific Enthalpy…… After that he asked the Formula of FORMAL 
DEHYDE, one small puzzle of measuring 4 liters of water with 5Litres and 3Litres jars. ,  
Finally he asked me why I want to join U.S.Technologies. One sure shot Question—  
H.R.: What do you wanna know about U.S.Technologies?  
G.T.: what’s CMM Level 5 Company? He gave me the full description of CMM Level 5 
After that I asked what’s the difference between CMM level 5 and ISO? So do prepare 
something different to ask them.  
   
Thus mine sincere Advice to all of you is just be cool and answer the questions with full 
Confidence and with proper eye contact with the interviewer . Don’t be hopeless. If you 
don’t know anything just say NO, that too CONFIDENTLY. If you do everything 
confidently then all you need is just a little bit of luck. An advice to C.S.,I.T. students – 
concentrate on your basics since they are Going to GRILL you. Read DATABASE, 
DBMS, Software Models, Also clearly understand your projects and trainings.  
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US TECHNOLOGY PAPER ON 30th JANUARY AT HARYANA 

hi1 i attended the placement test of U.S technology at rohtak haryana on 30-31 jan 2007 

there were 3 stages  

1: Written test included 3 sections   
REASONING 
QUANT  

VERBAL ABILITY  

 
duration of test 1hr 90 ques were there there was individual  sectional CUT-OFF IN 
EACH  

reasoning and quant were easy but verbal had 6 PASSAGES VERY LENGTHY BUT 
NOT DIFFICULT  TEST WAS EASY ONLY TIME WAS THE PROBLEM  

   

2.G.D WAS IN GROUPS OF 10 TOPICS WERE  

SUNDAY OR MONDAY  

BLACK AND WHITE  

FORMAL DRESSING  

SHOULD SOFTWARE PROFESSIONALS BE PAID HIGH SALARIES ETC.  

   

3 INTERVIEW  

GENERAL QUES LIKE DESCRIBE URSELF  UR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESS 
ETC  

   

I GOT SELECTED   

WISH U ALL THE BEST        
  

 


